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About This Content
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Arcade shooter with very nice graphics but very simple gameplay. Drones spawn and you aim with your head and shoot them
down. However due to power ups (other primary or secondary weapons) gameplay varies a bit.

Positive:
+ Eve Online universe (a little)
+ fantastic graphics
+ simple but fun gameplay

Negative:
- not more than the simply gameplay-
- not realy challenging
- some achievements seem to be broken

I see many negatve reviews because of the head control for the turret, but for me this works good and is fun. I only recomment
playing this game in shorter sessions and not at a whole.. Honestly such a shame that the devs abandoned this game.

This game had so much potiential and is actually not half bad in it current state, BUT AVOID THIS AT ALL COST (untill
further annoucments if they ever happen). This game is fun whereas most other VR games so far may be interesting, but not
actually very fun... at least in my experience.

I played through all 3 levels on normal right away. I will prob wait for updates before playing more but this was FUN!. This
game is fun and imaginative. I love how it perfectly fits into one of the Redwall books. I was even having flashbacks to the
daydream like state of reading the book when it reached those parts. Even though, I had read it so long ago.

However, you will likely get stuck in at least 2 particular parts of the story and need to look on forums for help. Also, about half
of the achievements are near impossible to achieve without the inside knowledge of the game developers or years of text
adventuring experience.

I reluctantly recommend this game. It is a joy, due to the narration and illustrations, but is so hard-set in the tradition of text
adventures that it's unlikely to hold the attention of an inexperienced audience. The game still feels more like a chore than a
challenge. If text adventures are your thing, you'll feel right at home and then some.. I have played Riptide before but I must say
this one I like the best, it offers many options during career mode, such as competition,freestyle, time trials and so on. The base
game offers other things such as co-op with your friends, or you can play online if you have no friends.lol.

The GFX are pretty good, they are Nintendoesque, and the GFX are probably as good as the games on the Wii U. It
automatically senses your Graphics card capability, so no fussing around with settings. I have an Nvidia 1070 GTX so I could
play on Ultra settings, they look fantastic on my 4K monitor.

It's not the greatest and most perfect game, and not a huge amount of tracks but the graphics look great, the music is suitable for
the gameplay, and it's just a lot of fun to play either career, co-op or online. I would definitely recommend this game, especially
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the price point $16.99 you actually get the best bang for your buck if your into this genre. I give it 2 thumbs up! Thanks to all
the devs that created it. :D
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This is a really nice airport. The issue everyone else is reporting is fixed! It looks really pretty and is not very performance
intensive. The price is fair and the location is nice too.
I havent done a lot of flying here so I cant do a massive review but first impressions are that it is a high quality airport in a good
location for a decent price.. Very good spots game. Game keep crashing! no one in server! horrible controls!. Rather lovely,
even if a bit short, game. Playtime is around 1,5 to 2 hours.
What I didn't like is how you just walk around the clockhouse looking for items to pick up and conversations to engage without
actually knowing what to do.. Good game, strongly inspired by Paper, Please!, with its own personality. Investigate fast on each
soul and send them to Heaven, Hell or Purgatory.
I would recommand it even it lack some polish : explanations about paradox agents are unclear and will cost you some mistakes ;
some mini-games have bad control ; cracking safe is getting very hard (even it won't block your evolution).
If it's your kind of game, count on 4 hours of fun. But this universe would desserve some more depth.. Will of the gods is your
typical cheap low poly cart style game that is a dime a dozen, but it somehow makes the gameplay extremely fun. I give this a
negative review because it says its a strategy game. There is no strategy it is like 95% percent luck because the controls are so
sloppy. These cloppy controls are a part of the game design though. I JUST WANT THESE STUPID FOLLOWERS TO
GORUP UP! but they keep running away from eachother, its also hard to tell how many followers are in a large group, if there
was a number on the group it would be great, but there is not. There is also situations were your group decides after you tell
them to split up to stay right next to eachother even though you told them to move different directions. This is probably because
the controls are so sloppy, but it causes a lot of BS losses.. BEST GAME EVER MADE
. Don't let the cute graphics fool you, his is a challenging game. At first I didn't like it because it. In most tower defense games
you can figure out a pattern and keep applying that strategy as you go. This game you have to reinvent your strategy every new
course. Sometimes you can only place one block, sometimes you can create elaborate mazes. New enemies are introduced on
most courses which make you winning method obsolete. You get frustrated, yell at it but then eventually/hopefully come up
with a way to win.

I wish the developers would allow you to move the map with the keyboard. Having to hold down the left mouse button and
move the map while trying to place weapons in a game can be unnecessarily frustrating. Also it would be nice to know when you
upgrade a weapon what actual percentage more damage it does. Lots of guess work is needed.
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